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A provisiot in an invitation for bids which requires
bidder to indicate its "ICC operators Authority" in a definitive
criterion of responsibility, coupliance with rhich is subject to
GAO review. A recent ICC decision tequired the bidder to have
Operators Authority in its own nauc. The contractinac officer
should determine if the low bidder can meet that requirement in
view of its corporate arrangement. (Author/DJM)
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DIGEST:

WFE provision which requires-bidder to indicate "his ICC
Operators Authority ** *" is definitive criterion of re-
sponsibility compliqnce wit; which is subject to review ay
GAO. Further. in view of recent ICC decisibn in' Jud's
Movintg & Storage, Inc., Petition for Dtclaratory Order,
iF&I pionison should be read as requiring bidder to have
operating authority in its !Dvm name. GAO recommends
that contracting officer determine if low bidder can meet
that requirement in view of its corporate arrangement.

IInvitation for b'ids,(IFB) No. DABT39-77-B-0004 was issued
by the U.S. Army Field Artillery Center at Fort Sill, Oklahoma
(USAFAC) for the procurement of packlng, crating and drayage
services for househodd goods in various Oklahoma counties and
partspof Texas. Chevalley Moving and Storage of Lawton, Inc.
(Cheviailley of Lawton) M as determined to be the low bidder an
schedules I and II (outb1 iund andinibound services). Sillco, Inc.
(Sillhco) which fioes bi'finesa as. u"K. Ti-ansfer an&Storage Co.,
protests any award totChevallty'of Lawton beza'use: that firm is
not licinsed in' its own name by the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC) to perform the''.dervices specified in the solici-
t4/tion as required by the recent ICC de'cision in Bud's illovin
and Storag inc., Petition for Declaratory Order, 126 M. .C.

1977. Award has not been made by USAFAC, pending
resolution of this protest.

e'IFB required that:

"'Cdnttactor will indicate his ICC Operatore
Aiuthority as a carrier or license as ajbrokerJ 4 to cover the transportation or the arranging
of the'transportation o) shipments moving in
Interstate Commerce by inclusion of the appli-
cable ICC authority number or broker license
number.

In response. Chevalley of Lawton cited the ICC operating authority
of Chevalley Moving and Storage, Inc., a firm for which Chevalley
of Lawtcn acts as agent.
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The contracting officer found that the IFB did not require
a bidder to possess ICC operating authority in' its own name,
and concluded that, since Chevalley of Lawton had an agency
agreement to move household goods under Chevalley. Inc. la ICC
operating authority, Chevalley of Lawton was a responsible bidder
under the tarms of the [PB.

As a general rule, this Office does not review afftrnr tive
responsibility determinations unless fraud is shown on the part
if procuring officials or t'ie solicitation contains definitive re-
sponsibility criteria which allegedly have not been applied.
Central Metal Products, 54 Cdmp. Gen. 66 (1974). 74-2 CPD 54
and Yardney. Electric Co., 54 Comp. Gen. 509 (1974), 74-2 CPD
376. In thelatter situation, "meeting such definitive criteria
of responsibility, either precisely or through equivalent experience.
etc. --is actually a prerequisite to an 'ffirmative determination
of respinhlbiDity." 3 Haughton Elevator DiiAston, et a,., 55 Comp.
Gen. 1051, 1056,(1976), 7-1 CPD 294. A specific requirement
for a Federal licened i s such a definitive responsibility ctiterion
and'dompliaiice therewith is aSmatter reviewable by this Office. In
Red Rivei Tr'ansfer & Storag6e (Do., B-183646. June 4, 1976,
76-TtPvr35, we declined to consider a matter where the solici-
tation required the ruccessful bidder to possess "appropriate ICC
operating authority. " Our declination there, however, was based
on the unresolved state of the law (the contracting officer had
received conflicting legal advice from the ICC as to whether the
bidder was requik ed to have operatfig autliority 'in its own name)
and the "indefinite requirement" for opcrating authority set forth
in thebsolicitation. It was our view that, in the absence 'bf a
solicitation requirement that the prospective contractor hold
operating iuthority 'in its ownfname and in light of the conflicting
views of ICC personnel'as to the proper interpretation of the law,
there was no definitive IFB criterion against which the reason-
ableness of the contracting officer's determination could be
measured. That is not so in the instant case.

We have' previously held that where an invitation requires
a bidder to have ICC operating authority but d )es. not specifically
require the bidder to possess such authority in its own name,
the bidder need not possess such authority :.I its own name to
be eligible for contract award. Modern Mov'ng and Storage,
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B-1B5386, May 24, 1976. 70-1 CPDJ 336; ste Victory Van
Corporation, et al., 53 Comp. Gen. 75O-, {1747, 7R4-CPf 178.
'lie co-ntraactgnocer's determination in this case is con-
sistent with that holding.

However, subsequent to the contracting officer's
determination, the ICC, in Bud's Moving & Storage, Inc., supra,
held:

"* * *the performance of incidental transportation
in connection with pack and crate service by a lucal
uncertificatod agent 'using' its van line principal's
auihority to be a clear violation of the law. We
interpret the InterLtate Commerce Act as requiring
a contractor on a gover'nient containerization con-
tract, actually performiuig the transportation service,
to h6ld in its own name eitiiir section 206 or 209
operating authority as a mbtor common or contract
carrier. An uhcertified agent may not 'use' or 'lease'
the operating authority of its principal to perform the
d'ayage service. Ir so deciding we make no' dis-
itictb~n between an agent simply listing its principal's
ICC motor carrier operating number in the bid and
the elaborate subcontracting lease-back arrangement
employed by petitioner.

* * * * *

"We find that a 'pack-and-crate' contractor for the
U.S. Armed'Services mustlhold, in its own name,
operating diitfority as a motor carrier where it per-
forms the 'indidenta] trianportation of used household
goods shipments idmMovdments extending beyond the
commercial zone boundaries of any single point in
connection with the said contract; and that an agent
of an authorized motor carrier cannot 'use' or
'lease' the operating authority of the principal."

The Army recognizes that this decision is directly on point
since its pack and crate contractor would be performing incidental
transportation services beyond the 'commercial zone boundaries
of an'y single point. It further recognizes that if award is made
to Chevalley of Lawton, the Government may have to terminate for
default. Nonetheless, the Army proposes to award to Chevalley of
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Lawton because 1) ouch award "would be in accordance with the
terms of the solicitation " and 2) the Army has petitioned the ICC
to reconsider its de 1sion and it is the Army's understanding
"that this action will have the effect of staying ICC's decision in
Bud's case until the ICC acts on the Army's petition for recon-
sideration."

We cannot agree with the Army's position. Our d!ecisioms
holding that a bidder need not possess operating authority in
its own name unless specifically required to do so by the solici-
tation were based on the state of the law as it then existed. By
virtue of the Bud's decision, the state of the law, at least with
respect to the situation here, has changed. Thus, we think the IFB
requirement for the listing of "ICC Oerators Authority as a
carrier" must now be read as requiring the listing of operating
authority which the bidder possesses in its ownname. Fuxthermore,
we have been informally advised by the ICC that the Army's
petition is not regarded as staying'the Bud's decision and that the
current law to be applied is as set fbrTflInthat decision.

We nate that the Chevalley firms take the position that tho
holding in Bud's is'inapplicable to their situation because they
are not involved with the type of "elaborate subcontracting
lease-back arrangement" with which the ICC was concerned and
because the Lawtort firm is regarded as an affiliate of the other
Chevalley firm, which-also owns .51 per cent of the stock of 'the
Lawton Company. In effect, the Chevalley firma assert that
they are for all practicable purposes one and the same and that
the Lawton firm therefore is legally entitled to utilize the ICC
operating authority of the parent company.

The ICC decisi6n is not as circumscribed as Chevalley suggests.
The decision'clearly encompasses situations of "an agint * * *
listing its principal's ICC motor carrier operating numiber" as
well as the subcontracting iriaxgernent. Thus, since Chevalley
of Lawton, a separate and'distinct legal entity, has an agency
agreement with the parent Chevalley firm and it was on this basis
that the contracting'officer determixned Chevalley of Lawt13n to be
responaible, the Bid's eecision 'Wbiild appear to be applicable here.
On the other handtEiICC in Bud's was'not concerned with
parehnt/subsidiary corporate relationships; it was faced' i"ith 'a
solicitation where a local carrier was an agent for and subcontracted
work to a major van line authorized to operate as a motor carrier
throughout most of the country. It may be, therefore, that the
ICC would view the Chevalley arrangement as a permissible one.
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However, there is nothing in the record to indicate that
this aspect of the situation has been considered by the contracting
officer or that Chevalley has undertaken to ascertain an ICC
pcsition on the matter. We think it would be appropriate for the
contracting officer, in light of the Bud's decision, to reconsider
the reapansibility determination, taking into account not only the
holding in Bud's and the views expressed herein with respect
thereto, but also whether Chevalley's corporate arrangement takes
the situation Outside the scope of Bud's

Deputy Comntro1ler ueneral
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